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resonance imaging of the brain and spinal cord was per-
formed (Figure 1).

Figure 1. (A-D): Brain magnetic resonance imaging, coronal, T1-weigthed image with fat saturation, after intravenous paramagnetic (gadolinium) contrast injec-

tion (A), coronal, T2-weighted image (B), axial, diffusion-weighted image (DWI) (C), axial ADC map (D). E,F: Spinal cord magnetic resonance imaging, sagittal,

T2-weighted image (E) and contrast-enhanced sagittal, T1-weighted image with fat saturation (F).
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Images description

Figure 1. A-D: Brain magnetic resonance imaging.

Contrast-enhanced, coronal, T1-weighted image (A) shows

two cerebellar lesions (the largest one in the vermis, and

the smallest one in the upper right hemisphere), with dif-

fuse nodular contrast enhancement of the smallest lesion

and of the eccentric solid component of the largest lesion,

demonstrating isointensity at T2-weighted image (B). The

cystic component of the largest lesion extends toward the

lower portion of the fourth ventricle. There is a focus of dif-

fusion facilitation characterized by hyposignal at diffusion-

weighted image (C) and hypersignal at the ADC map (D).

E,F: Spinal cord magnetic resonance imaging. Sagittal, T2-

weighted (E) and contrast-enhanced T1-weighted (F) im-

ages show two ovoid lesions in the region of the cervical

cord with hypersignal on T2-weighted image, demonstrat-

ing enhancement after contrast injection at C4 and C6

levels.

Diagnosis: Multiple hemangioblastomas, association

with von Hippel-Lindau syndrome.

COMMENTS

The imaging evaluation of the central nervous system

(CNS), particularly with magnetic resonance imaging, has

been approached in a series of recent publications in the

Brazilian radiological literature(1–9).

Main differential diagnoses of cerebellar lesions with

radiological characteristics exhibited by such a condition

include hemangioblastomas, metastases and pilocytic as-

trocytoma. The lesions multiplicity favors the two first hy-

potheses. The patient’s age range is compatible with he-

mangioblastoma, considering that pilocytic astrocytoma

affects pediatric patients and metastasis would be expected

in older patients. Additionally, the absence of supratento-

rial lesions favors the hypothesis of hemangioblastomas in

relation to metastases, particularly in cases of multiple le-

sions, considering that least probably hematogenic neoplas-

tic dissemination would affect only the infratentorial region

due to the greater blood flow toward the supratentorial

region(10).

The hypothesis of multiple hemangioblastomas should

lead one to consider an association with von Hippel-Lindau

syndrome, that is a rare dominant autosomal familial can-

cer syndrome related to inactivation of a tumor suppressor

gene located in the 3p chromosome(11,12).

The estimated incidence is 1:36,000 individuals, with

penetrance > 90% after the age of 65. Characteristic tu-

mors of this syndrome include central nervous system and

retinal hemangioblastomas, clear cell renal carcinoma,

pheochromocytoma, endolymphatic sac tumor, pancreatic

cysts, epididymal and broad ligament papillary cystad-

enomas(11).

Diagnostic criteria include: 1) more than one central

nervous system hemangioblastoma; 2) one central nervous

system hemangioblastoma and vascular manifestation of

von Hippel-Lindau syndrome.

Hemangioblastoma is the most frequent tumor in this

syndrome, affecting 60% to 80% of patients. Mean age at

disease onset is 33 years. Varied symptoms are reported,

depending on the lesion location, including headache, eme-

sis, hyperreflexia, ataxia, dizziness, muscle strength loss and

dysmetria(11,12). Association with polycythemia may be

observed, as some hemangioblastomas produce erythropoi-

etin(10,11).

Mean life expectancy in these cases is 49 years(12) and

the most frequent causes of death include clear cell renal

carcinoma and neurological complications of cerebellar

hemangioblastomas; for this reason several institutions

recommend periodic screening with a range of protocols

including imaging studies for asymptomatic von Hippel-

Lindau syndrome patients(11,12).

Hemangioblastomas are highly vascularized and fre-

quently cystic lesions with a mural nodule. Commonly,

such lesions are benign and multifocal and present asso-

ciation with edema or cysts developed along the neuroaxis

as a result of transudation of solid components of the le-

sion, with a high protein content, and for this reason ap-

pearing slightly more hyperintense than the normal cere-

brospinal fluid and quite hyperintense at T2-weighted im-

ages(10). Generally, they show hypo/isosignal at T1-weighted

images and hypersignal at T2-weighted images, with en-

hancement of the solid portion of the lesion at contrast-en-

hanced T1-weighted images, sometimes with tubular flow-

void in cases where the tumor is supplied or drained by

large-caliber vessels. Hemangioblastomas are typically

infratentorial. Only 5% to 30% of cerebellar hemangioblas-

tomas are attributed to von Hippel-Lindau syndrome, while

80% of medullary hemangioblastomas are associated with

this syndrome, in these cases, occurring at earlier ages and

with poorer prognosis(12).

At diffusion-weighted imaging, diffusion facilitation

may be observed (hyposignal on DWI and hypersignal at

ADC mapping), which, in the case of an infratentorial le-

sion, is highly suggestive of a diagnosis of hemangioblas-

toma(13).

The patient was recalled for further investigation and

abdominal computed tomography revealed multiple pan-

creatic cysts.
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